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pixar animation studios is the name that inspired
carl's jr. and hardee's chicken, from the hit films a
bug's life, brave, monsters, inc. & inc. 2, finding

nemo, toy story, and cars. pixar animation studios
is the unique, independent creative studio

responsible for the creation of the world's most
beloved and acclaimed family films. computopedia

(colloquially known as "the computer museum")
was founded in september 1978 by usaf maj. bob

thompson, usaf. major thompson was the
inspiration for "computopedia: the computer

museum's guide to the digital age". the los angeles
computer museum was conceived in 1985 as a

nonprofit public education and cultural center to
inspire and enrich community understanding and
appreciation of computers and computer-related
fields. major thompson died on 28 april 2001, at
the age of 78. the museum was renamed "the

computer museum" in his honor. mozilla firefox is a
proprietary freeware web browser developed by

the mozilla foundation and released on 21 august
2004. it is a successor to the "mozilla 1.x" family of
browsers, which had been developed and released

since 1997 by the netscape communications
corporation. chrome os is an operating system

developed by google inc. and made available free-
of-charge for personal computers. google's
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operating system is created to work on and off the
chrome line of personal computers made by

various manufacturers including samsung and
acer. vlc media player is a free and open-source
cross-platform multimedia player and framework
that plays most multimedia files as well as dvds,
vcds, and various streaming protocols. its name
derives from the mplayer project. 5ec8ef588b
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